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1 Introduction 
This report presents the results from performance assessment of each operational 
service in the STM Target Concept. 

1.1 Summary 
The performance assessment case has identified the expected benefits from each 
operational service, identified to whom it is beneficiary and to which Key 
Performance Objective (KPO) it is related. The Key Performance Objectives have 
been elaborated in the D2.2.1 STM Performance Framework and are there related to 
Key Performance Area. Figure 1 shows the principal description of the performance 
assessment case. 

 
Figure 1 Principal of performance assessment case 

The Performance Case was initially performed on the concept elements and later 
transferred to the operational services created based on the conceptual elements. 
The assessment case is recommended to be updated regularly along with the 
conceptual development and also to further developed and quantified in relation to 
Key Performance Indicators.  
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1.2 Structure 
The document contains the performance cases for each operational service in each 
concept. 

1. SVM 

2. DVM 

3. FM 

4. PCDM 

5. SeaSWIM 

6. APPENDIX Benefit trace to STM Performance Target  
Identified benefits are traced to Key Performance Objective in D2 STM 
Performance Target and to beneficiaries (Stakeholders). 
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2 Strategic Voyage Management (SVM)  
Last modified :2015-10-12 

The diagram shows an overview of the initial performance assessment of Strategic Voyage 
Management.  

 
Figure 2 Overview on Strategic Voyage Management contribution to Key Performance 
Objectives 
The following sections give more detailed information for each assessed operational service in 
Strategic Voyage Management concept. 
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1.1 Nomination of Collaborators 
Last modified : 2015-09-18. 

The diagram shows an overview of the initial performance assessment of the concept and operational 
service “Nomination of Collaborator”. 

Operational Service description 

The objective is to nominate and set access rights to collaborators around information object (e.g. 
Voyage Object). 

The information owner will have the role of nominating which actors should be partaking in the voyage 
and therefore also in the information he puts into the voyage plan. The owner will decide whether the 
system should give the different authorities the reports they require automatically or if he wants the 
reports to be sent manually.  

STM Voyage Plans will normally contain different types of information; some will be relevant to a 
specific actor/collaborator and some to another. Depending on the role they are nominated to play, 
they will be able to receive and update different parts of the information in the voyage plan. 

 

 
Figure 3 Overview on assessed benefit provision by Nomination of Collaborators 
 

OBS! The operational service has only been partly assessed. 
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1.2 Route Catalogue Service 
Last modified : 2015-09-18. 

The diagram shows an overview of the initial performance assessment of the concept and operational 
service “Route Catalogue”. 

Operational Service description 

Route Catalogue aims at improving transport/voyage planning by making this data available in a route 
catalogue. This will reduce the amount of time spent on searching for optimal routes, changing 
planned routes, validating each route and finally undertaking the voyage. It also reduces the need for 
specific nautical expertise at this level of planning. In addition this will make cost-calculations faster 
and more precise, much the same as on-shore transports use the road-maps for such calculations 
today. 

 
Figure 4 Overview on assessed benefit provision by Route Catalogue 
 
Assessed benefits provided by the Service 
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Benefit Argument 

Less negative environmental 
impact 

«Benefit» 

 

By providing pre-tested routes matching wanted criterias, 
a vessel can safely choose route matching the needs, thus 
avoiding bringing harm to sensitive areas and avoiding 
high risk areas. 

 

Decreased transportation time 

«Benefit» 

By providing suggestions of routes based on specified 
criterias, examples of routes and their data, can help the 
navigator in choosing the most efficient way. 
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1.3 Unique Voyage Identity Service 
Last modified : 2015-10-01. 

The diagram shows an overview of the initial performance assessment of the concept and operational 
service “Unique Voyage Identity”. 

Operational Service description 

The objective is to provide unique voyage identity. 

By connecting all service-providers related to a voyage in the strategic planning phase to the Voyage 
Plan SeaSWIM will facilitate communication and keep all authorized parties up to date on changes - 
such as delays in Estimated Time of Arrival (ETA), change of berth, change of order and other - and 
immediately request the influenced part for confirm the newly changed Voyage Plan. 

 

 
Figure 5 Overview on assessed benefit provision by Unique Voyage Identity 
 
Assessed benefits provided by the Service 
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Better traceability of goods 
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By providing a unique voyage ID, all relevant data for the 
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can easily be obtained through an implemented SWIM, 
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Less double entry of information By providing a unique voyage ID, all relevant data for the 
transport including type of cargo, crew, passengers etc 
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Benefit Argument 

«Benefit» can easily be obtained through an implemented SWIM, 
which will utilize resources from port state and SAR 
organisations in coping with accident. 

Increased information coherence 

«Benefit» 

 

Increased availability of 
information 

«Benefit» 

By providing a unique voyage ID, all relevant data for the 
transport including type of cargo, crew, passengers etc 
can easily be obtained through an implemented SWIM, 
which will utilize resources from port state and SAR 
organisations in coping with accident. 

Higher information integrity 

«Benefit» 

 

Less time with administrative 
work 

«Benefit» 

 

Better integration 

«Benefit» 

 

Higher utilisation of resources 

«Benefit» 

By providing a unique voyage ID, all relevant data for the 
transport including type of cargo, crew, passengers etc 
can easily be obtained through an implemented SWIM, 
which will utilize resources from port state and SAR 
organisations in coping with accident. 

Less mistakes and 
misunderstanding 

«Benefit» 
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1.4 Voyage Information Service 
Last modified : 2015-09-18. 

The diagram shows an overview of the initial performance assessment of the concept and operational 
service “Voyage Information”. 

Operational Service description 

The objective is to provide information regarding a particular voyage accordance to access rights. 

This service provides ship-shore route exchange and voyage publish/subscribe through a common 
secure infrastructure 

 
Figure 6 Overview on assessed benefit provision by Voyage Information 
 
Assessed benefits provided by the Service 
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Benefit Argument 

Safer transit in separation areas 

«Benefit» 

With shared information of all routes to all involved ships 
the planning of meetings and passings can be optimized 
and secured in a totally new and better way (comparable 
with ATM) 

Less time with administrative 
work 

«Benefit» 

By the continuously and in realtime exchange of routes, 
less administration in terms of reportings and voice 
communication is necessary. 

Faster information flow 

«Benefit» 

Exchanging of routes is designed to operate in real time 
and that gives all player instant access to all information 
about involved players 

Less negative environmental 
impact 

«Benefit» 

 

Better ability to predict time of 
berthing 

«Benefit» 

 

Increased (introducing) common 
situational awareness 

«Benefit» 

One of the most important benefits, When routes are 
shared everybody will know what everybody is doing and 
the COMMON situational awareness will appear for the 
first time in history 

Less mistakes and 
misunderstanding 

«Benefit» 

 

Lower cost for accidents 

«Benefit» 

With route exchange the situational awareness will 
increase heavily because the Sea Traffic will be structured 
and organized in a manner that doesn’t exist today and the 
rates of accidents will decrease accordingly. Therefore the 
costs will decrease proportionally. 
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1.5 Post Voyage Analysis Service 
Last modified : 2015-09-18. 

The diagram shows an overview of the initial performance assessment of the concept and operational 
service “Post Voyage Analysis”. 

Operational Service description 

Initial voyage plans are available and updated through to the entire lifetime of a voyage. This makes it 
possible to analyse the successfulness of a plan and identify voyage elements which may be 
improved. 

 
Figure 7 Overview on assessed benefit provision by Post Voyage Analysis 
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Benefit Argument 

Lower operational cost 

«Benefit» 
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2 Dynamic Voyage Management (DVM)  
Last modified :2015-10-12 

The diagram shows an overview of the initial performance assessment of Dynamic Voyage 
Management.  

 

 
Figure 8 Overview on Dynamic Voyage Management contribution to Key Performance 
Objectives 
The following sections give more detailed information for each assessed operational service in 
Dynamic Voyage Management concept. 
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2.1 Single Reporting Service 
Last modified : 2015-09-15. 

The diagram shows an overview of the initial performance assessment of the concept and operational 
service “Nomination of Collaborator”. 

Operational Service description 

The objective is to perform ship reporting at one time, which is then distributed to all VTS along the 
route. Ship information is transmitted together with route information. Ship information will also be 
automatically handed over to the next SIR area. 

In several earlier studies seamless ships reporting within the EU area was mentioned and proposed. 
This is also in line with the EU e-maritime initiative and the MSP8 “Vessel Shore Reporting”. An SIR 
area could potentially be implemented as a large SRS. The objective is to perform ship reporting at 
entrance point, which is then distributed to all VTS along the route. Ship information is transmitted 
together with route information. Ship information will also be automatically handed over to the next 
SIR area. Even if this is an automatic function, the handover between adjacent areas needs to be 
confirmed by the operators.  

The service is proposed to be provided by authorities appointed by the National Competent Authority 
(NCA) 

 
Figure 9 Overview on assessed benefit provision by Single Reporting 
 
Assessed benefits provided by the Service 
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Benefit Argument 

Less double entry of information 

«Benefit» 

 

Higher utilisation of resources 

«Benefit» 

 

Less time with administrative 
work 

«Benefit» 

Less administrative burden will also help operators and 
OOW to focus on the safe navigation of the ship instead of 
reporting and thereby increase voyage safety by acting as 
safety preventive measure that will result in fewer 
accidents and incidents per year. 
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2.2 Route Exchange Service 
Last modified : 2015-09-15. 

The diagram shows an overview of the initial performance assessment of the concept and operational 
service “Route Exchange”. 

Operational Service description 

The objective with route exchange is to enhance the situational awareness by providing a vessel or 
area managing body with surrounding vessels routes and displaying them on ECDIS. This will inform 
the OOW/Master about other vessels intentions and lead to fewer accidents and better decision-
making since more information is available. 

Primary usage of route exchange is to mitigate risk of collisions in a medium term navigation 
perspective. In short term and if risk of collision or close quarter situations, COLREG still applies. 

 
Figure 10 Overview on assessed benefit provision by Route Exchange 
 
Assessed benefits provided by the Service 

Benefit Argument 

Lower insurance cost 

«Benefit» 

 

Less mistakes and 
misunderstanding 

«Benefit» 

 

Faster information flow 

«Benefit» 

Exchanging of routes is designed to operate in real time 
and that gives all player instant access to all information 
about involved players 
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Benefit Argument 

Increased (introducing) common 
situational awareness 

«Benefit» 

One of the most important benefits, when routes are 
shared everybody will know what everybody is doing and 
the COMMON situational awareness will appear for the 
first time in history. 

 

Exchanging particular route segments with nearby vessels 
and with shore services improve situational awareness 
and reduce accidents. 

Less time with administrative 
work 

«Benefit» 

By the continuously and in realtime exchange of routes, 
less administration in terms of reportings and voice 
communication is necessary. 

Lower cost for accidents 

«Benefit» 

With route exchange the situational awareness will 
increase heavily because the Sea Traffic will be structured 
and organized in a manner that doesn’t exist today and the 
rates of accidents will decrease accordingly. Therefore the 
costs will decrease proportionally. 

Safer transit in separation areas 

«Benefit» 

With shared information of all routes to all involved ships 
the planning of meetings and passings can be optimized 
and secured in a totally new and better way (comparable 
with ATM) 

Less accidents 

«Benefit» 

Exchanging particular route segments with nearby vessels 
and with shore services improve situational awareness 
and reduce accidents. 

Less incidents 

«Benefit» 

Exchanging particular route segments with nearby vessels 
and with shore services improve situational awareness 
and reduce accidents. 
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2.3 Shore-based Navigational Assistance Service 
Last modified : 2015-10-13. 

The diagram shows an overview of the initial performance assessment of the concept and operational 
service “Shore-based Navigational Assistance”. 

Operational Service description 

The objective is to support vessels own navigation, in confined areas and/or with dense traffic 
conditions, with shore based navigational assistance. This can reduce the number of accidents and 
being a cost-efficient alternative to deep sea pilotage outside of areas with compulsory pilotage. 

The route exchange between vessel and service providers opens up for more effective and diverse 
monitoring and assisting services of vessels. By adding the route, authorized service providers will be 
able to see both the vessel and its intended route. Thereby it is possible to immediately detect 
deviation, either automatically or manually, from planned route and thus foresee possible incidents 
and avoid dangerous situations. This means that existing services where monitoring of vessel traffic 
is performed e.g. VTS, SRS and Coastguards are beneficiaries that can have more efficient and 
effective operations by knowing ships routes. 

The service is proposed to be provided by authorities appointed by the National Competent Authority 
(NCA) 

 
Figure 11 Overview on assessed benefit provision by Route Exchange 
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Assessed benefits provided by the Service 

Benefit Argument 

Less ships breaking rules 

«Benefit» 

The Navigational Assistance will check that all rules are 
obeyed 

 

Less mistakes and 
misunderstanding 

«Benefit» 

Assistance from shore decrease risk for mistakes. 

With a confirmed situational awareness regarding all 
actors in the area, the risk for misunderstandings are 
highly mitigated 

Increased (introducing) common 
situational awareness 

«Benefit» 

Assistance from shore gives the Captain increased 
situational awareness 

 

Less risk for vessel entering 
unsecure area 

«Benefit» 

The navigational assistance will check that ships don’t 
enter unproper area 

 

Lower risk for security breaches 

«Benefit» 

 

Less injuries 

«Benefit» 

Assistance from shore with local knowledge decrease risk 
of grounding 

 

Safer transit in separation areas 

«Benefit» 

By assistance from shore with local knowledge and 
enhanced information regarding other traffic, safer transit 
can be increased [organised?]. 

Less incidents 

«Benefit» 

By navigational assistance deviations from agreed route 
will be detected instantly, especially in confined, sensitive 
or densely trafficked areas as a safety preventive action. 

Lower insurance cost 

«Benefit» 

The assumption is that with this new function, the safety 
will increase with the rate of the quality of Navigational 
Assistance that´s chosen. 

Reduced bunker consumption 

«Benefit» 

 

Lower TCO 

«Benefit» 

SBNAS could also improve cost-effectivness and affect 
the cost of ownership per voyage by providing a cost-
effective alternative to non-compulsory deep sea pilotage. 

Less negative environmental 
impact 

«Benefit» 

Navigation in sensitive areas can be decreased due to 
better support from operators with local knowledge. 
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2.4 Route Optimization 
Last modified : 2015-09-15. 

The diagram shows an overview of the initial performance assessment of the concept and operational 
service “Route Optimization”. 

Operational Service description 

The objective is to optimize vessels routes, berth to berth, using both existing optimization services 
and information created within other STM-services, e.g. better possibilities for ETA-optimization from 
the Port Call Synchronization Service. The optimization of routes will give safer and more efficient 
routes leading to both reduced costs and reduced environmental impact. 

Route optimization services are voluntary services, requested by vessel or shipping company, provided 
by different private or public service providers with intention to optimize the route regarding e.g. 
weather, current, ice conditions, MSI, MSP, distance, speed (ETA), bathymetric data, local/regional 
area information and traffic conditions. Some of these services are available today and optimization is 
carried out on-board as well as by service providers ashore. However the route exchange and new 
STM services provides new and more effective possibilities for this already existing optimization and 
also opens up for more parameters,  multi-criteria optimization, to be taken into account. To reach full 
potential of optimization, route exchange vessel-to-vessel is a prerequisite in order to detect areas 
where traffic conditions allow for shortcuts to be made. 

 

 
Figure 12 Overview on assessed benefit provision by Route Optimization 
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Benefit Argument 

Decreased transportation time 

«Benefit» 

 

Optimal overall service speed 

«Benefit» 

 

Reduce vessel waiting time 

«Benefit» 

 

Optimised vessel traffic flow 

«Benefit» 

 

Optimal cost of operations 

«Benefit» 

 

Lower bunker cost 

«Benefit» 

 

Less negative environmental 
impact 

«Benefit 

Better optimization of routes taking more parameters into 
account will lead to reduced fuel consumption which 
directly affects The STM performance targets on 
environmental sustainability by reducing emissions of 
GHG and pollutants. 

Better throughput in separation 
areas 

«Benefit» 

 

Reduced bunker consumption 

«Benefit» 

Better optimization of routes taking more parameters into 
account will lead to reduced fuel consumption. 

Higher profitability 

«Benefit» 

 

Lower operational cost 

«Benefit» 

 

Better ability to predict best time 
of berthing and departure 

«Benefit» 

If rotes are better optimized they will also have a higher 
predictability on time calculations (ETA) that supports 
both voyage and port predictability. 
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2.5 Route Cross-check Service 
Last modified : 2015-10-12. 

The diagram shows an overview of the initial performance assessment of the concept and operational 
service “Route Cross-check”. 

Operational Service description 

The objective is to give shore-based operators better tools and possibilities to verify that the vessels 
planned route is in accordance with local conditions and updated regional area information along the 
route, leading to safer routes and reduced administrative burden onboard and ashore. 

Utilizing the standard format for route exchange, which enables vessels to share routes with external 
actors, vessels will be able to send their route to shore-side actors giving them the possibility to 
actually see the intended route and verify if the route is in accordance with all local area information 
and regulations. Also necessary changes can be sent as route proposals from shore-side actors to the 
vessel which also reduces verbal communication and misunderstandings. Examples of verification 
parameters includes but is not limited to UKC, Airdraft, ship particulars in relation to fairway 
restrictions, cargo properties, no violation of MSP no-go areas, MSI and compliance with mandatory 
routing. No optimization services as such are included in the route validation. 

The service is proposed to be provided by an administration or private actor appointed by a NCA. 

 

 
Figure 13 Overview on assessed benefit provision by Route Cross-check 
 
Assessed benefits provided by the Service 
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Benefit Argument 

Less ships breaking rules 

«Benefit» 

 

Lower cost for accidents 

«Benefit» 

Safe navigation, leading to reduced number of incidents 
and accidents, will be supported by safer routes as a 
result of the route being verified by operators with good 
local knowledge. 

Less oil spill 

«Benefit» 

 

Lower insurance cost 

«Benefit» 

 

Less negative environmental 
impact 

«Benefit» 

 

Less mistakes and 
misunderstanding 

«Benefit» 

The validation can correct misunderstandings and 
mistakes done onboard. The planning onboard used 
invalid or old data and the validation will discover and 
correct 

Less accidents 

«Benefit» 

Safe navigation, leading to reduced number of incidents 
and accidents, will be supported by safer routes as a 
result of the route being verified by operators with good 
local knowledge. 

Less incidents 

«Benefit» 

Safe navigation, leading to reduced number of incidents 
and accidents, will be supported by safer routes as a 
result of the route being verified by operators with good 
local knowledge. 
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3 Flow Management (FM)  
Last modified :2015-10-12 

The diagram shows an overview of the initial performance assessment of Flow Management.  

 
Figure 14 Overview on Flow Management contribution to Key Performance Objectives 
The following sections give more detailed information for each assessed operational service in Flow 
Management concept. 
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3.1 Area Management 
Last modified : 2015-09-28. 

The diagram shows an overview of the initial performance assessment of the concept and operational 
service “Area Management”. 

Operational Service description 

The objective is to establish a Single Page for updated: 
• Legal and environmental requirements; 
• Nautical information, which is today contained in Pilot books; 
• Environmental information e.g weather, ice, currents, tidal waters; and 
• Safety warning. 

Shore based organizations are continual updating information within their respectively areas of 
responsibility.  

One important operational concept is that of dynamic no-go-areas, which is an area which is restricted 
for vessel traffic during a certain period of time, this might be due to environmental. 

The service is proposed to be provided by authorities appointed by the National Competent Authority 
(NCA) 

 
Figure 15 Overview on assessed benefit provision by Area Management 
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Assessed benefits provided by the Service 

Benefit Argument 

Better CSR-profile 

«Benefit» 

 

Less negative environmental 
impact 

«Benefit» 

 

Lower cost for accidents 

«Benefit» 

 

Less oil spill 

«Benefit» 

 

Less ships breaking rules 

«Benefit» 

By enabling dynamic restrictions, and ability to distribute 
these in real-time, easier for vessels to adhere to local 
sensitivity restriction. 

Less time with administrative 
work 

«Benefit» 
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3.2 Enhanced Shore-Based Monitoring Service 
Last modified : 2015-09-22. 

The diagram shows an overview of the initial performance assessment of the concept and operational 
service “Enhanced Shore-based Monitoring”. 

Operational Service description 

The objective is to perform enhanced shore based monitoring of sensitive geographical areas in order 
to increase safety of navigation. 

A shore based operator is monitoring a defined critical area and Dynamic No-Go-Areas using: 

• Traffic image: AIS and radar target of non-STM vessels; and 

• Enhanced traffic image: AIS and radar targets and intended route within the area of STM 
ships. The second part is also denoted as the “Game-plane”. 

If a vessel is detected to head towards danger, if a major deviation from its intended route, or if a 
vessel is entering a Dynamic No Go Area, the operator establish voice or text communication with the 
ship or informs the ship about the developing situation. 

The service is proposed to be provided by authorities appointed by the National Competent Authority 
(NCA). 

 

 
Figure 16 Overview on assessed benefit provision by Enhanced Shore-based 
Monitoring 
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Assessed benefits provided by the Service 

Benefit Argument 

Less incidents 

«Benefit» 

 

Lower insurance cost 

«Benefit» 

 

Lower cost for accidents 

«Benefit» 

 

Less oil spill 

«Benefit» 
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3.3 Flow Optimization Service 
Last modified : 2015-09-15. 

The diagram shows an overview of the initial performance assessment of the concept and operational 
service “Flow Optimization”. 

Operational Service description 

The objective is to perform enhanced traffic synchronization in restricted geographical areas with high 
traffic density in order to increase safety of navigation and the efficiency of ship traffic. 

A shore based operator is performing traffic synchronization within a defined area using: 

- Traffic image: AIS and radar target of non-STM vessels; and 

- Enhanced traffic image: AIS and radar targets and intended route (segment of the route within the 
area) and schedule within the area of STM ships. 

- As a part of the route schedule, the operator has access to the ship’s ETA to some key waypoint, 
denoted flowpoint (FPT). 

- Based on the above information, the operator is continually assessing the overall traffic situation 
with his sector of responsibility. If an upcoming traffic situation is identified, the operator can 
recommend a new schedule for the FPT in order to slowdown a ship and by that resolving the 
situation at an early stage. 

- In case of MSI, e.g. a fairway or lane is closed, the operator can use both re-scheduling and 
suggested route, which is a proposed new route segment. 

The service is proposed to be provided by authorities appointed by the National Competent Authority 
(NCA). 

 
Figure 17 Overview on assessed benefit provision by Flow Optimization 
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Assessed benefits provided by the Service 

Benefit Argument 

Less incidents 

«Benefit» 

 

Better throughput in separation 
areas 

«Benefit» 

 

Less time deviation 

«Benefit» 

 

Reduced bunker consumption 

«Benefit» 

 

Lower operational cost 

«Benefit» 

 

Lower fairway and port fee 

«Benefit» 
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3.4 Traffic Pattern Analysis 
Last modified : 2015-09-22. 

The diagram shows an overview of the initial performance assessment of the concept and operational 
service “Traffic Pattern Analysis”. 

Operational Service description 

The objective is to create vessel traffic statistics over critical areas. 

All possible data regarding the geographical area and vessel traffic is collected and stored. 

The service is proposed to be provided by authorities appointed by the National Competent Authority 
(NCA) 

 
Figure 18 Overview on assessed benefit provision by Traffic Pattern Analysis 
OBS! The operational service has only been partly assessed.  
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4 Port CDM (PCDM)  
Last modified :2015-10-12 

The diagram shows an overview of the initial performance assessment of Port CDM.  

 
Figure 19 Overview on Port CDM contribution to Key Performance Objectives 
The following sections give more detailed information for each assessed operational service in Port 
CDM concept. 
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4.1 Port Call Synchronization 
Last modified : 2015-09-22. 

The diagram shows an overview of the initial performance assessment of the concept and operational 
service “Port Call Synchronisation”. 

Operational Service description 

The objective is to coordinate the vessels approach with port of readiness. 

Synchronize/coordinate the time of the vessels approach to the traffic area / pilot station with the 
time that the port can be ready. Based on the vessel’s desired ETA to the traffic area, a response is 
given of when the port operators have the capacity of taking the vessel to berth. 

 
Figure 20 Overview on assessed benefit provision by Port Call Synchronisation 
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Benefit Argument 

Lower operational cost 

«Benefit» 

 

Less negative environmental 
impact 

«Benefit» 

 

 
4.2 Port Call Optimization 
Last modified: 2015-12-07. 

The diagram shows an overview of the initial performance assessment of the concept and operational 
service “Port Call Optimization”. 

Operational Service description 

The objective is to coordinate and adjust actions related to other actors shared intentions and 
performances based on the set of states for a particular port call. 

To establish/update a tree of related desires/intentions/outcomes/capacities for a certain port 
approach, where involved actors informs each other about status. 

No detailed data is captured in the model for the provided benefits. 

 
4.3 Port Call Improvement 
Last modified : 2015-12-07. 

The diagram shows an overview of the initial performance assessment of the concept and operational 
service “Port Call Improvement”. 

Operational Service description 

The objective is to evaluate and propose means for optimizing future port calls. 

To provide an evaluation of the capability to predict the actual time for a particular state change 
occurrence. 

No detailed data is captured in the model for the provided benefits. 

 
4.4 Port Call Monitoring 
Last modified : 2015-12-07. 

The diagram shows an overview of the initial performance assessment of the concept and operational 
service “Port Call Monitoring”. 

Operational Service description 

The objective is to provide a basis for common situational awareness for upcoming and on-going port 
calls and actors performance to enable involved actors to monitor and be informed by a particular port 
call. 

To provide service consumers with a status report of how the port approach is planned for/is being 
realized 

No detailed data is captured in the model for the provided benefits. 
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5 SeaSWIM  
Last modified :2015-05-04 

The diagram shows an overview of the initial performance assessment of SeaSWIM.  

 
Figure 21 Overview on SeaSWIM contribution to Key Performance Objectives 
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6 APPENDIX Benefit trace to STM Performance Target 
 

Benefit Traceability to Key Performance Objective and Stakeholder 

Better CSR-profile Ship Owner 

«Organisation» 

 

Decrease GHG and Air Pollution - Ports 

«KPO» 

Decrease GHG and Air Pollution - Vessels 

«KPO» 

Better ability to predict best 
time of berthing and 
departure 

Port Authority 

«Organisation» 

Ship Owner 

«Organisation» 

 

Increase Degree of Voyage Predictability 

«KPO» 

Increase Port Operations Predictability 

«KPO» 

Better ability to predict time 
of berthing 

Increase Degree of Voyage Predictability 

«KPO» 

Increase Port Operations Predictability 

«KPO» 

Better integration Port Authority 

«Organisation» 

Ship Owner 

«Organisation» 

Shipping Company 

«Organisation» 

Better pay-of (ROI) from 
investments for information 
sharing 

Reduce Total Cost of Ownership 

«KPO» 

Increase Overall Revenue of Maritime Transport (CHECK) 

«KPO» 
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Benefit Traceability to Key Performance Objective and Stakeholder 

Better predictability in the 
transport chain 

Increase Degree of Voyage Predictability 

«KPO» 

Increase Port Operations Predictability 

«KPO» 

Better services to the port 
customers 

Increase Port Efficiency 

«KPO» 

Better throughput in 
separation areas 

Ship Owner 

«Organisation» 

Port Authority 

«Organisation» 

 

Reduced bunker consumption 

«Benefit» 

 

Reduce Congestion in All Voyage Phases 

«KPO» 

Reduce Delays on Port Operations derived from Congestion 

«KPO» 

Reduce Delays on Voyage derived from Congestion 

«KPO» 

Better traceability of goods Shipping Company 

«Organisation» 

 

Facilitate Just-in-Time Concept 

«KPO» 

Decreased transportation 
time 

Increase Energy Efficiency in Voyage Operations 

«KPO» 

Increase Overall Revenue of Maritime Transport (CHECK) 

«KPO» 

Optimised transportation time 

«KPO» 
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Benefit Traceability to Key Performance Objective and Stakeholder 

Easier access of information Minimise Administrative Burden 

«KPO» 

Increase Voyage Situational Awareness 

«KPO» 

Increase Port-Vessel Interface Safety 

«KPO» 

Increase Port Operations Predictability 

«KPO» 

Increase Information Transparency 

«KPO» 

Increase Degree of Voyage Predictability 

«KPO» 

Improve Information Sharing 

«KPO» 

Enhanced business 
opportunities 

Increase Overall Revenue of Maritime Transport (CHECK) 

«KPO» 

Faster information flow Minimise Administrative Burden 

«KPO» 

Increase Voyage Situational Awareness 

«KPO» 

Increase Port Operations Predictability 

«KPO» 

Increase Information Transparency 

«KPO» 

Increase Degree of Voyage Predictability 

«KPO» 

Facilitate Just-in-Time Concept (CHECK) 

«KPO» 
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Benefit Traceability to Key Performance Objective and Stakeholder 

High delivery precision Increase Degree of Voyage Predictability 

«KPO» 

Increase Port Efficiency 

«KPO» 

Increase Port Operations Predictability 

«KPO» 

Optimised transportation time 

«KPO» 

Higher information integrity Increase Information Exchange Security 

«KPO» 

Higher information quality Ship Owner 

«Organisation» 

Port Authority 

«Organisation» 

Shipping Company 

«Organisation» 

 

Increase Information Quality 

«KPO» 

Higher profitability Ship Owner 

«Organisation» 

Shipping Company 

«Organisation» 

 

Reduce Total Cost of Ownership 

«KPO» 

Increase Overall Revenue of Maritime Transport (CHECK) 

«KPO» 

Higher utilisation of cargo 
capacity 

Increase Overall Revenue of Maritime Transport (CHECK) 

«KPO» 

Reduce Total Cost of Ownership 

«KPO» 
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Benefit Traceability to Key Performance Objective and Stakeholder 

Higher utilisation of 
resources 

Port Authority 

«Organisation» 

Ship Agent 

«Organisation» 

Ship Owner 

«Organisation» 

Service Providers 

«Stakeholder Group» 

Sea Traffic Coordination Center 

«Organisation» 

SAR 

«Organisation» 

Vessel Traffic Service 

«Organisation» 

 

Reduce Cost of Port Operations 

«KPO» 

Increase Port Efficiency 

«KPO» 

Increase Overall Revenue of Maritime Transport (CHECK) 

«KPO» 

Higher utilization of port- 
and port-service resources 

Port Authority 

«Organisation» 

Terminal 

«Organisation» 

Service Providers 

«Stakeholder Group» 

Ship Owner 

«Organisation» 

 

Increase Port Efficiency 

«KPO» 

Increase Overall Revenue of Maritime Transport (CHECK) 

«KPO» 
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Benefit Traceability to Key Performance Objective and Stakeholder 

Improved benchmarking for 
operation improvements 

Port Authority 

«Organisation» 

Ship Owner 

«Organisation» 

 

Increase Degree of Voyage Predictability 

«KPO» 

Increase Energy Efficiency in Voyage Operations 

«KPO» 

Decrease Overall Fuel Consumption 

«KPO» 

Increase Integration between Planning, Execution and Evaluation 

«KPO» 

Increase Overall Revenue of Maritime Transport (CHECK) 

«KPO» 

Increase Port Efficiency 

«KPO» 

Increase Port Operations Predictability 

«KPO» 

Optimised transportation time 

«KPO» 
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Benefit Traceability to Key Performance Objective and Stakeholder 

Increased (introducing) 
common situational 
awareness 

Port Authority 

«Organisation» 

Ship Owner 

«Organisation» 

 

Increase Voyage Situational Awareness 

«KPO» 

Decrease Navigation within Sensitive Areas 

«KPO» 

Increase Accident/Incident Prevention 

«KPO» 

Increase Degree of Voyage Predictability 

«KPO» 

Increase In-Port Navigation Safety 

«KPO» 

Increase managing of navigation in environmentally sensitive area 

«KPO» 

Increase Port Efficiency 

«KPO» 

Increase Port Operations Predictability 

«KPO» 

Increase Voyage Safety 

«KPO» 

Minimise Administrative Burden 

«KPO» 

Reduce Congestion in All Voyage Phases 

«KPO» 

Reduce Delays on Port Operations derived from Congestion 

«KPO» 

Reduce Delays on Voyage derived from Congestion 

«KPO» 

Increased availability of 
information 

Increase Information Transparency 

«KPO» 

Improve Information Sharing 

«KPO» 
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Benefit Traceability to Key Performance Objective and Stakeholder 

Increased information 
coherence 

Increase Information Quality 

«KPO» 

Increase Voyage Situational Awareness 

«KPO» 

Minimise Administrative Burden 

«KPO» 

Increased port 
attractiveness 

Port Authority 

«Organisation» 

Increased trust of 
information exchange 

Increase Information Exchange Security 

«KPO» 

Less accidents Increase In-Port Navigation Safety 

«KPO» 

Increase Voyage Safety 

«KPO» 

Reduce Impact from Accidents/Incidents 

«KPO» 

Reduce Total Cost of Ownership 

«KPO» 

Increase Overall Revenue of Maritime Transport (CHECK) 

«KPO» 

Less double entry of 
information 

Minimise Administrative Burden 

«KPO» 

Increase Information Quality 

«KPO» 

Less icebreaking effort Ship Owner 

«Organisation» 

 

Increase Overall Revenue of Maritime Transport (CHECK) 

«KPO» 

Increase Voyage Safety 

«KPO» 

Increase Degree of Voyage Predictability 

«KPO» 

Reduce Total Cost of Ownership 

«KPO» 
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Benefit Traceability to Key Performance Objective and Stakeholder 

Less incidents Ship Owner 

«Organisation» 

 

Less oil spill 

«Benefit» 

Lower cost for accidents 

«Benefit» 

Lower insurance cost 

«Benefit» 

 

Reduce Total Cost of Ownership 

«KPO» 

Reduce Impact from Accidents/Incidents 

«KPO» 

Increase Voyage Safety 

«KPO» 

Increase Overall Revenue of Maritime Transport (CHECK) 

«KPO» 

Increase Degree of Voyage Predictability 

«KPO» 

Increase Voyage Safety 

«KPO» 

Less injuries Ship Owner 

«Organisation» 

 

Increase In-Port Navigation Safety 

«KPO» 

Increase Overall Revenue of Maritime Transport (CHECK) 

«KPO» 

Increase Voyage Safety 

«KPO» 

Reduce Total Cost of Ownership 

«KPO» 
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Benefit Traceability to Key Performance Objective and Stakeholder 

Less mistakes and 
misunderstanding 

Ship Owner 

«Organisation» 

Port Authority 

«Organisation» 

Deck Department 

«Organisation» 

Bridge 

«Organisation» 

 

Increase Voyage Safety 

«KPO» 

Increase Port-Vessel Interface Safety 

«KPO» 

Increase In-Port Navigation Safety 

«KPO» 

Increase Accident/Incident Prevention 

«KPO» 

Less negative environmental 
impact 

Society 

«Organisation» 

 

Decrease Marine Environmental Impact from Accidents and Incidents 

«KPO» 

Decrease GHG and Air Pollution - Ports 

«KPO» 

Decrease GHG and Air Pollution - Vessels 

«KPO» 

Decrease Spill Marine Pollution 

«KPO» 

Decrease Navigation within Sensitive Areas 

«KPO» 
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Benefit Traceability to Key Performance Objective and Stakeholder 

Less oil spill Society 

«Organisation» 

Ship Owner 

«Organisation» 

 

Lower insurance cost 

«Benefit» 

Lower cost for accidents 

«Benefit» 

 

Decrease Spill Marine Pollution 

«KPO» 

Decrease Marine Environmental Impact from Accidents and Incidents 

«KPO» 

Reduce Impact from Accidents/Incidents 

«KPO» 

Less risk for vessel entering 
unsecure area 

Ship Owner 

«Organisation» 

Insurance Company 

«Organisation» 

 

Increase Accident/Incident Prevention 

«KPO» 

Increase Overall Revenue of Maritime Transport (CHECK) 

«KPO» 

Increase Port Security 

«KPO» 

Increase Voyage Security 

«KPO» 
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Benefit Traceability to Key Performance Objective and Stakeholder 

Less ships breaking rules Port Authority 

«Organisation» 

Ship Owner 

«Organisation» 

 

Increase Voyage Security 

«KPO» 

Increase Voyage Safety 

«KPO» 

Increase Port Security 

«KPO» 

Increase In-Port Navigation Safety 

«KPO» 

Increase Accident/Incident Prevention 

«KPO» 

Less time deviation Ship Owner 

«Organisation» 

Port Authority 

«Organisation» 

 

Facilitate Just-in-Time Concept (CHECK) 

«KPO» 

Increase Degree of Voyage Predictability 

«KPO» 

Increase Port Efficiency 

«KPO» 

Increase Port Operations Predictability 

«KPO» 

Optimised transportation time 

«KPO» 
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Benefit Traceability to Key Performance Objective and Stakeholder 

Less time with 
administrative work 

Port Authority 

«Organisation» 

Ship Owner 

«Organisation» 

Shipping Company 

«Organisation» 

 

Minimise Administrative Burden 

«KPO» 

Lower TCO Ship Owner 

«Organisation» 

 

Reduce Total Cost of Ownership 

«KPO» 

Increase Overall Revenue of Maritime Transport (CHECK) 

«KPO» 

Lower bunker cost Ship Owner 

«Organisation» 

 

Decrease Overall Fuel Consumption 

«KPO» 

Decrease GHG and Air Pollution - Ports 

«KPO» 

Decrease GHG and Air Pollution - Vessels 

«KPO» 

Increase Overall Revenue of Maritime Transport (CHECK) 

«KPO» 

Reduce Total Cost of Ownership 

«KPO» 
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Benefit Traceability to Key Performance Objective and Stakeholder 

Lower cost for accidents Ship Owner 

«Organisation» 

Insurance Company 

«Organisation» 

 

Reduce Total Cost of Ownership 

«KPO» 

Reduce Impact from Accidents/Incidents 

«KPO» 

Increase Overall Revenue of Maritime Transport (CHECK) 

«KPO» 

Lower fairway and port fee Ship Owner 

«Organisation» 

 

Reduce Total Cost of Ownership 

«KPO» 

Lower freight rates Ship Charterer 

«Organisation» 

Ship Owner 

«Organisation» 

Cargo Owner 

«Organisation» 

Cargo Charterer 

«Organisation» 

 

Lower operational cost 

«Benefit» 

 

Increase Overall Revenue of Maritime Transport (CHECK) 

«KPO» 
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Benefit Traceability to Key Performance Objective and Stakeholder 

Lower insurance cost Ship Owner 

«Organisation» 

 

Reduce Total Cost of Ownership 

«KPO» 

Increase Overall Revenue of Maritime Transport (CHECK) 

«KPO» 

Lower integration cost Ship Owner 

«Organisation» 

Port Authority 

«Organisation» 

 

Increase Overall Revenue of Maritime Transport (CHECK) 

«KPO» 

Reduce Total Cost of Ownership 

«KPO» 

Lower operational cost Ship Owner 

«Organisation» 

 

Reduced bunker consumption 

«Benefit» 

 

Reduce Total Cost of Ownership 

«KPO» 

Reduce Cost of Pilot Planning 

«KPO» 

Reduce Cost of Crew Planning 

«KPO» 

Increase Overall Revenue of Maritime Transport (CHECK) 

«KPO» 
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Benefit Traceability to Key Performance Objective and Stakeholder 

Lower risk for security 
breaches 

Ship Owner 

«Organisation» 

 

Increase Accident/Incident Prevention 

«KPO» 

Increase Port Security 

«KPO» 

Increase Voyage Security 

«KPO» 

Reduce Total Cost of Ownership 

«KPO» 

Increase Overall Revenue of Maritime Transport (CHECK) 

«KPO» 

Optimal cost of operations Increase Overall Revenue of Maritime Transport (CHECK) 

«KPO» 

Reduce Total Cost of Ownership 

«KPO» 

Reduce Cost of Port Operations 

«KPO» 

Reduce Cost of Pilot Planning 

«KPO» 

Reduce Cost of Crew Planning 

«KPO» 

Optimal overall service 
speed 

Reduced bunker consumption 

«Benefit» 

 

Increase Overall Revenue of Maritime Transport (CHECK) 

«KPO» 

Increase Port Efficiency 

«KPO» 

Increase Port Operations Predictability 

«KPO» 

Optimised transportation time 

«KPO» 
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Benefit Traceability to Key Performance Objective and Stakeholder 

Optimised vessel traffic flow Reduced bunker consumption 

«Benefit» 

 

Reduce Delays on Voyage derived from Congestion 

«KPO» 

Reduce Delays on Port Operations derived from Congestion 

«KPO» 

Reduce Congestion in All Voyage Phases 

«KPO» 

Optimised transportation time 

«KPO» 

Reduce vessel waiting time Decrease Overall Fuel Consumption 

«KPO» 

Facilitate Just-in-Time Concept (CHECK) 

«KPO» 

Increase Degree of Voyage Predictability 

«KPO» 

Increase Energy Efficiency in Voyage Operations 

«KPO» 

Increase Overall Revenue of Maritime Transport (CHECK) 

«KPO» 

Optimised transportation time 

«KPO» 

Reduce Total Cost of Ownership 

«KPO» 
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Benefit Traceability to Key Performance Objective and Stakeholder 

Reduced bunker 
consumption 

Ship Owner 

«Organisation» 

Ship Charterer 

«Organisation» 

 

Reduce Total Cost of Ownership 

«KPO» 

Increase Overall Revenue of Maritime Transport (CHECK) 

«KPO» 

Increase Energy Efficiency in Voyage Operations 

«KPO» 

Decrease Overall Fuel Consumption 

«KPO» 

Decrease GHG and Air Pollution - Vessels 

«KPO» 

Reduced turn-around time Facilitate Just-in-Time Concept (CHECK) 

«KPO» 

Decrease Energy Consumption in Port Operations 

«KPO» 

Increase Overall Revenue of Maritime Transport (CHECK) 

«KPO» 

Increase Port Efficiency 

«KPO» 

Optimised transportation time 

«KPO» 

Safer transit in separation 
areas 

Ship Owner 

«Organisation» 

 

Increase Voyage Safety 

«KPO» 

Increase Overall Revenue of Maritime Transport (CHECK) 

«KPO» 
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Benefit Traceability to Key Performance Objective and Stakeholder 

Saved time Decrease Overall Fuel Consumption 

«KPO» 

Decrease GHG and Air Pollution - Vessels 

«KPO» 

Increase Energy Efficiency in Voyage Operations 

«KPO» 

Increase Overall Revenue of Maritime Transport (CHECK) 

«KPO» 

Optimised transportation time 

«KPO» 

Timlier delivery of 
information 

Increase Voyage Situational Awareness 

«KPO» 

Increase Port Operations Predictability 

«KPO» 

Increase Port Efficiency 

«KPO» 

Increase Information Quality 

«KPO» 

Increase Degree of Voyage Predictability 

«KPO» 

Improve Information Sharing 

«KPO» 
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39 partners from 10 countries 
taking maritime transport into the digital age 

 

By designing and demonstrating innovative use of ICT solutions 
MONALISA 2.0 will provide the route to improved 

 

SAFETY - ENVIRONMENT - EFFICIENCY 
 

 
Swedish Maritime Administration ◦ LFV – Air Navigation Services of Sweden ◦ SSPA ◦ 

Viktoria Swedish ICT ◦ Transas ◦ Carmenta ◦ Chalmers University of Technology ◦ World 
Maritime University ◦ The Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute ◦ Danish 
Maritime Authority ◦ Danish Meteorological Institute ◦ GateHouse ◦ Navicon ◦  Novia 

University of Applied Sciences ◦  DLR ◦  Fraunhofer ◦  Jeppesen ◦  Rheinmetall ◦  Carnival 
Corp. ◦  Italian Ministry of Transport ◦ RINA Services ◦ D’Appolonia ◦ Port of Livorno ◦ IB SRL ◦  

Martec SPA ◦ Ergoproject ◦ University of Genua ◦ VEMARS ◦  SASEMAR ◦ Ferri Industries ◦ 
Valencia Port Authority ◦ Valencia Port Foundation ◦ CIMNE ◦ Corporacion Maritima ◦ 

Technical University of Madrid ◦ University of Catalonia ◦  Technical University of Athens ◦ 
MARSEC-XL ◦ Norwegian Coastal Administration 
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